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Abstract 
Accounting history plays an important role in informing accountants about their heritage. At the same time accounting history 
always provides for a detailed picture of past operations in order to better understand the present and predict the future. An 
overlook into the accounting history of the Romanian province, Transylvania, reveals that, at the beginning of the 20th century, 
an accounting school was being established. This continues its activity up to the present time. The Transylvanian accounting 
school is considered to be one of the most influential from Romania. We will emphasize in this paper the heritage which this 
school has left to Romanian accounting today. 
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1. Introduction  
The culture of a nation is based in each moment on its historical existence of its predecessors` creation. 
Accounting is hardly seen as a heritage from the predecessors, but if we look back into its distant past we will 
identify the inheritance gained during the time. Accounting as a practice, not in the current form, can be looked back 
to the Egyptians and Babylonians, the first cultures that used the writing, used also the first form of bookkeeping 
notes (Voina, 1932; Demetrescu, 1972). Accounting thought has come later, together with the evolution of the 
society and is associated with the first writings in the field. Pacioli’s Summa de aritmetica e proportionalita from the 
15th century is a heritage in the accounting worldwide patrimony. Concerning accounting as an academic subject, 
Ioanascu (2013) was mentioning in his article, that accounting profession needed academic training only starting 
with the 19th century. 
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With this paper we seek to present a sketch of the evolution of the accounting school in Transylvania, Romania. 
Emphasis will be on the evolution of accounting as an academic subject inside the institution of higher education 
from Transylvania, the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies in Cluj-Napoca. This Academy was the 
second institution of this type from the beginning of the 20th century in Romania. We choose to explore this region 
with its accounting school because, as we will prove, has given to the Romanian accounting thought important 
elements for future and the development of the Transylvanian accounting school is a subject unexplored. 
In an unsure and mix ambiance in Transylvania, under the strong influence of German culture, an institution of 
higher education in the economic field was built in 1920 and lasted until 1950, being the predecessor of today’s 
Faculty of Economics and Business Administration in Cluj-Napoca. Inside this institution an original accounting 
thought was developed. Important theories and practical issues were debated by its professors, who, from our point 
of view, are the predecessors of nowadays accounting school from Romania.  
2. Methods 
This article is a longitudinal case study, an interpretative history of accounting based on archival data and on the 
work of the professors from the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies of Cluj-Napoca. For collecting 
the information we used the fund of the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies of Cluj-Napoca which 
can be found at the National Archives of the Romanian State, Cluj-Napoca branch.  
3. Development of the first higher education forms from Transylvania and emergence of accounting as an 
academic subject 
The town of Cluj-Napoca is nowadays the second most important economic and cultural centre from Romania, 
after the capital of Romania, Bucharest. This town was during the history the capital of Transylvania under the 
Habsburg and Austro-Hungarian occupation, so here was installed the foreign administration of those times.  
The economic and strategic importance of this town for the province was also shown by the education system 
which was developed in Cluj-Napoca in very early ages by the foreign administration. Since the 16th century there 
could be found forms of higher education (Neagoe, 1980; Pop, 2005; Costea, 2012; Pop, 2012). The Catholic 
Church in the circumstance of the reform and the contra-reform, losing influence in favour of the reformat church, 
has tried under all circumstances to gain the lost terrain. Therefore, education in Transylvania in general, and in 
Cluj-Napoca in particular was a form of attracting young people to the Catholicism, and it represented also a process 
of Magyarization. The young people did not convert, but they gain the knowledge, they got educated even though 
the teaching languages were Latin, German and Hungarian (Pop, 2005; Pop. 2012; Costea, 2012). The Romanian 
national cultural elite from that age from Transylvania get educated in these schools (ex. George Baritiu) and many 
of the princes from the other two Romanian territories sent their sons to get educated there (Iorga, 1928).  
After these first attempts, at the initiative of the Chamber of Commerce in Cluj-Napoca, founded in 1850 
(Gologan, 1928, p. 16; Anonymous, 2010), there was built in 1878 a Superior School of Commerce. The desire was 
that this school to be ranked as an Academy, so that many pressures were made besides the Ministry of Public 
Instruction from Hungary, which in 1885 by the decision no. 29180 named the Superior school Academy of 
Commerce (Gîdiu, 2012, p.52). This school had the name of a higher education institution, but, in fact, the students 
graduated in this school received a diploma equivalent for the high school studies. In 1902, the Hungarian Academy 
was recognized as an independent higher institution under the name Academy of Commerce from Cluj-Napoca 
including two sections: the Superior School of Commerce and an Academic Course (Evian, 1940; Gîdiu, 2012, p.53).  
During the Superior School of Commerce, the curriculum was of three years of study, after it became an 
Academy it reduced to two years (Gîdiu, 2012). The two years curricula of the Academy consisted in theoretical and 
practical knowledge combined with economic legal framework. The management, the pedagogical activities and the 
curricula were influenced by that time from Vienna, Budapest, Prague and Bratislava, but taking into consideration 
the Transylvanian economies needs. Accounting was a subject from the curricula and was taught together with the 
commercial correspondence.     
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4. Accounting as an academic subject inside the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies of Cluj-
Napoca (1920-1950) 
In the first half of the 20th century the Commercial Academies, as higher education institutions, were relatively 
young organizations in Europe, most of them were built in the second half of the 19th century (Evian, 1940). The 
Commercial Academies from the Romanian territory were inspired from similar education institutions from Western 
Europe. The first Romanian Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies was the one from Bucharest, built 
in 1913. 
In Transylvania the organization of the superior education in Romanian language, in the economic and 
accounting field, was possible only after the unification with Romania, so after 1918. What actually happened in this 
province was the nationalization (the transfer to the Romanian government) of the existent institutions. This was the 
case of the Hungarian University in Cluj-Napoca, Ferencz Jozsef, of the Hungarian Academy and the Superior 
School of Commerce (Evian, 1940; Gîdiu, 2012; National Archives, fund of the Academy of High Commercial and 
Industrial Studies, methodology). Thus, the Hungarian Academy from Cluj-Napoca was taken over by the 
Romanian state and in 1920 was founded the Romanian Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from 
Cluj-Napoca, the second institution of this type in Romania. On 14th of November 1920 this institution of higher 
education had the opening ceremony and started its activity (Popescu et al. 2010; Gîdiu, 2012). The foundation of 
the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj-Napoca (AHCIS) created a favorable context for 
the development of accounting as an academic object.  
The courses at the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj-Napoca were designed to have 
practical application in order to respond to the existent economic needs, so was the teaching of accounting. The 
commercial office, which was the main form of teaching accounting in the commercial schools in France in the 19th 
century (Maffre, 1986), was also present in the curricula of the Academy for the fourth year of study, the industrial 
section (file 26, p. 64). These were similar with the concept of nowadays business simulations (Maffre, 1986). The 
general knowledge of accounting was completed with accounting knowledge in specific economic area, specific 
with the sections of the Academy. Taking a look into the curricula of the Academy it can be noticed that there were 
courses of general accounting, bank accounting, commercial accounting and industrial accounting. All these areas of 
accounting were related to the practical needs of the economy, because the Romanian industry and Romanian banks 
were in their period of development. In 1932, besides the theoretical courses of accounting, there were introduced 
also the practical courses. 
General Accounting discipline until 1940 was taught following the book Curs de Contabilitate Comercială 
Generală în legătură cu Dreptul si Legile special Comertului (General commercial accounting course in relation 
with the Law and the special commercial laws) which was written by Spiridon Iacobescu and Alexandru Sorescu 
from Bucharest. Iacobescu was professor at the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from 
Bucharest and Sorescu was professor at the Superior School of Commerce from Bucharest and subsequently became 
an associate professor at the AHCIS in Cluj-Napoca. He was teaching general and applied (bank) accounting for 
first and second year of study. The two professors developed the patrimonial theory in Romania which explained the 
basis of grouping the accounts as being juridical rapports: ownership (assets) and right claims (liabilities and 
equity). Their theory was opposite to the one that professor I. N. Evian, from the Academy of High Commercial and 
Industrial Studies in Cluj-Napoca developed in his work Teoriile conturilor (theories of accounts, 1940). 
Industrial accounting was taught using the book of Iosif Gârbacea, Organizare si Contabilitate industrială 
(Organization and Industrial accounting, 1927), professor of labor legislation and industrial accounting at AHCIS 
Cluj-Napoca. This work represents an important step in the evolution of the accounting thought from Romania being 
the first cost accounting book from the Romanian literature. Accounting was taught also by Dumitru Hasigan to the 
preparatory year. This professor from the statistics department had also an important contribution to the accounting 
thought using the statistics for the analysis of the balance sheet, in several works issued after 1940. 
The history of the higher education institution in Cluj-Napoca is disturbed in 1940 by political issues. After the 
Vienna Dictate, by which Germany and Italy imposed territorial revisions, more precisely in September 1940, the 
Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies from Cluj-Napoca had to find a new location in Transylvania. 
The Romanian institutions had five days to evacuate the town. Given the conditions the University from Cluj-
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Napoca was moved to Sibiu and Timisoara, and the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies was 
moved to Brasov. The Academy carried out its activity in this location until 1950, when it was moved to Iasi and 
later dissolved by the communist regime (Pop, 2005; Gîdiu, 2012).  
Starting with 1940, also accounting as an academic discipline suffered some transformations affected by the 
intensive discussions between the two accounting schools which were formed in the academic environment in 
Romania: the one from Cluj-Napoca and the one from Bucharest. Starting with Teoriile conturilor (Theories of 
accounts), the work of professor I.N. Evian from the Academy of Cluj two theories emerged in the accounting field 
from Romania: the patrimonial theory, sustained by the accounting school from Bucharest and the economic theory, 
sustained by the accounting school from Cluj-Napoca. This was not an invention of this country but development of 
the concepts already built in France and Germany. In this context, between the supporter of the patrimonial view 
upon accounting and between the ones that supported an economic view have started some disputes. But, as 
Burchell et al. (1985) were underlining: “Difficulties and disputes within accounting can engender accounting 
developments (…)”. These disputes were not only in the national context of Romania, where Evian and Iacobescu, 
the leaders of the two accounting schools from Romania, the patrimonial and the economic one, engaged in this 
period in a change of replies that offered other researchers a good ground to build their own theory. This was the 
case of Voina, the professor from the Academy from Cluj-Napoca which in this phase developed the legal-economic 
theory. 
Between these dialogues, the Romanian accounting education was looking for a new perspective, an American 
perspective. This affirmation is supported by the articles from Observatorul Social Economic (Social Economic 
Observer) (no. 1-6, 1947; no.1-2-3, 1946), in which the attention is focused on the accounting subject from the US 
universities. In this context Rusu (OSE, no. 1-6, 1947, p. 41-49), who was an assistant, analyzed three accounting 
treaties from USA and shows the fact that accounting, was seen as an individual science and not like an annex of 
other sciences. Accounting has the power to know, to foresee and to solve issues in a company. A doctoral student, 
Alex Herlea, underlines in 1946 (OSE, 1-2-3, 1946, p. 293-194) the fact that the accounting course at Temple 
University, from Philadelphia was offering an intensive professional education. The effort of the students was 
concentrated on the accounting domain, and all the other subjects were subsidiaries, representing only a field which 
helps the student to see the significance of accounting as a means of administrative control. This vision was also 
shared in Romania by the accounting professor from AHCIS Cluj-Brasov, Dumitru Voina, whose course was taught 
to the students of this institution. We have summarized the three visions from the Romanian accounting academic 
environment of those times in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Summary of the three conceptions from the Romanian accounting doctrine 
Analyzed elements S. Iacobescu and Al. 
Sorescu (1928) 
I. N. Evian (1940) D. Voina (1944, 1947) 
Theory Juridical-Patrimonial  Economic  Legal-economic 
Accounting equation Active = Passive Wealth = Capital  
Theory of the Balance 
sheet 
Static Organic Static 
Depreciation Direct method – from the 
assets account 
Indirect method – 
rectifying account 
Presents both methods 
Both Voina and Evian are considered in the literature as representatives of the economic theory in the accounting 
community from Romania (Budacia et al., 2009). This economic theory is the bases for today’s accounting 
standards and regulations. 
5. Conclusions 
The activity of the Academy of High Commercial and Industrial Studies of Cluj-Brasov was abolished by the 
communist regime. In the history of the accounting from Romania a “blank” period followed until 1990 when the 
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political regime changed and the economy of Romania entered in a transitional phase to capitalism. The ideas of 
Evian, Iacobescu, Voina became actual and discussions that were started in the era of the Academies were resumed. 
The theories, the higher education tradition in the field of accounting are as many proofs of cultural and intellectual 
heritage that was transferred to the present generations. The Transylvanian accounting school of the beginning of the 
20th century was a model of higher education in economics and accounting and has passed to the next generations 
the ideas, the will and ambition to continue what was started then. 
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